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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS AND FINDINGS OF FACT

Meyers Nave Riback Silver and Wilson was retained by the City ofPalm Springs("City")to
conduct an independent, attorney-client privileged investigation for the City regarding the
installation by the Mayor ofPalm Springs("Mayor Moon")of amotion-activated Blink
electronic security camera in his office and an intercom between his office and the office ofthe
[Title Redacted] for the Office ofthe Mayor and City Council,[Employee 1]. The City Council's
Employment Practices Ad Hoc Subcommittee ("Subcommittee"),issued a report dated July 11,
2018("Subcommittee Report"), that raised numerous questions about the camera and intercom,
specifically regarding the capacity ofthe devices to eavesdrop on confidential conversations,
whether such eavesdropping occurred and what the potential legal consequences could be for the
City.
The purpose and scope ofthe investigation was to determine the facts surrounding the
installation and use of these devices, and to respond to certain questions raised by the
Subcommittee Report, including: 1) whether the camera had the capability to record or
livestream confidential conversations in the hallway or the Mayor's office without the
knowledge of the participants; 2)whether there was actual evidence of recording or
livestreaming in those locations; 3) whether the camera had the capability to violate public
meeting requirements based on recording or livestreaming a conversation oftwo
Councilmembers which then could be viewed or overheard by Mayor Moon;4)whether there
was actual evidence of recording or livestreaming of such conversations between
Councilmembers, and that the conversations were actually viewed or overheard by Mayor Moon;
5)whether the camera had the capability to make recordings that could be discoverable as public
records; 6) whether there was actual evidence of such recordings; and 6) whether City staff
complained about the camera and intercom and whether and how such complaints were
addressed.
This Report contains Findings of Fact("Findings"), not Conclusions of Law. To the extent that
these Findings may implicate further legal assessment to determine if violations ofthe California
Penal Code §632 or the Brown Act have occurred, or if discoverable records have been created
within the meaning ofthe California Public Records Act, or creation of other relevant
administrative and human resources polacies, such recommendations are included in this Report.
The following is a summary ofthe claims investigated and the Findings as to each. The term
"claim" is used in this report to describe questions raised by the Subcommittee Report.
The standard of proof used in this investigation is the preponderance of evidence or "more likely
than not." The following possible Findings were utilized in this investigation:
SUBSTANTIATED —There was sufficient evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to find
that the allegation is proved.
NOT SUBSTANTIATED— There was insufficient evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to
find that the allegation was either proved or disproved.
UNFOUNDED —There was sufficient evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to find that the
allegation has no basis in fact or has been disproved.
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No

QUESTIONS

FINDINGS

1.

The claim that Mayor Moon's security camera was capable of SUBSTANTIATED
recording or livestreaming confidential conversations in the
hallway without the knowledge and agreement of the
participants, is SUBSTANTIATED

2.

The claim that Mayor Moon's security camera was capable of SUBSTANTIATED
recording or livestreaming confidential conversations in the
Mayor's offzce without the knowledge and agreement ofthe
participants, is SUBSTANTIATED

3.

The claim that Mayor Moon's security camera actually
recorded or livestreamed confidential conversations of any
persons in the hallway, without the knowledge and agreement
of the participants, is NOT SUBSTANTIATED

NOT
SUBSTANTIATED

4.

The claim that Mayor Moon's security camera actually
recorded or livestreamed confidential conversations of any
persons in the Mayor's office, without the knowledge and
agreement of the participants, is NOT SUBSTANTIATED

NOT
SUBSTANTIATED

5.

The claim that Mayor Moon's security camera was capable of SUBSTANTIATED
recording or livestreaming conversations of two
Councilmembers in the hallway or the Mayor's office, which
could have been viewed or overheard by the Mayor, is
SUBSTANTIATED

6.

The claim that Mayor Moon's security camera actually
recorded or livestreamed conversations oftwo
Councilmembers in the hallway or the Mayor's office, which
were actually viewed or overheard by the Mayor, is NOT
SUBSTANTIATED

7.

The claim that Mayor Moon's security camera was capable of SUBSTANTIATED
making recordings, in the hallway or the Mayor's office, that
should be assessed as to whether they could be discoverable
as public records, is SUBSTANTIATED

8.

The claim that Mayor Moon's security camera actually
recorded videos, other than a "test video," in the hallway or
the Mayor's office, that could be discoverable as public
records, is NOT SUBSTANTIATED

NOT
SUBSTANTIATED

9.

The claim that City Manager Ready was aware of the security
camera in Mayor Moon's office is SUBSTANTIATED

SUBSTANTIATED

NOT
SUBSTANTIATED
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QUESTIONS

No

FINDINGS

10.

The claim that, while in his office, Mayor Moon demonstrated SUBSTANTIATED
to [Title Redacted][Employee 2]that he had the ability to
watch what was occurring in his office remotely by accessing
a live feed on his cell phone, is SUBSTANTIATED

1 1.

The claim that [Title Redacted][Employee 3] reported that
employees in the facilities department did not want to work in
Mayor Moon's office due to the security camera is
SUBSTANTIATED

12.

The claim that Mayor Moon installed an intercom between his SUBSTANTIATED
office and [Employee 1'sJ office that was capable of
monitoring sound or conversations in her office when in
monitor mode, is SUBSTANTIATED

13.

The claim that [Employee 1] reported that the intercom made
her uncomfortable because ofthe possibility that the Mayor
could monitor sound or conversations in [Employee 1's]
office is SUBSTANTIATED

SUBSTANTIATED

14.

The claim that Mayor Moon actually placed the intercom into
monitor mode, left it on or used it to actually monitor sound
or conversations in [Employee 1's] office, is NOT
SUBSTANTIATED

NOT
SUBSTANTIATED

II.

SUBSTANTIATED

METHODOLOGY

The Investigators were contacted by David Freedman ("Mr. Freedman")on behalf of the City.
City Council designated Mr. Freedman, a retired attorney who previously served as co-chair of
the Transparency Committee of the City's Ethics, Transparency and Governmental Reform Task
Force, to act as its liaison for the purpose of retaining and supervising independent investigators
to conduct this investigation. In addition, the Investigators met with Assistant City Attorney
Peter King to obtain necessary background information and relevant documents and to formulate
a list of witnesses to be interviewed. Once Mr. Freedman determined and agreed upon the scope
of the investigation with the Investigators, the Investigators operated with complete
independence as to witness identification, interview content, and preparation of Findings.
The Investigators interviewed 13 witnesses. After two witnesses asked not to be tape recorded,
the Investigators decided not to record the interviews as this appeared to have a chilling effect on
the ability of the witnesses to express themselves fully. Summaries ofthe Investigators' notes
from the interviews are attached as Exhibits 16-28. The Investigators interviewed all available
witnesses necessary to reach conclusions about the questions presented.
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To the extent conflicts existed between witness statements as to whether a contested fact
happened, the Investigators made credibility determinations. The Investigators interviewed the
following witnesses:
EXH. NO.

WITNESS

POSITION

Robert Moon

Mayor

Geoff Kors

Councilmember; Subcommittee
member

18

Christy Holstege

Councilmember; Subcommittee
member

17

David Ready

City Manager

20

Edward Kotkin

City Attorney

21

[Employee 1]

Redacted

16

[Employee 2]

Redacted

22

[Employee 3]

Redacted

23

[Employee 4]

Redacted

24

[Employee 5]

Redacted

27

[Employee 6]

Redacted

25

[Employee 7]

Redacted

26

[Employee 8]

Redacted

28

19, 30

The Investigators admonished the witnesses to keep the contents of the interview confidential,
and explained that the report of Findings would be treated by the Investigators as confidential,
subject to the limitations of the City's policies and the law. The Investigators also informed the
witnesses of the governing policies prohibiting retaliation for either bringing a claim or
participating in an investigation. Quotations in this Report are not verbatim recitations of
witnesses' statements. Quotations are cited as accurately as possible from the Investigators'
notes.
In addition, the Investigators contracted with Berkeley Resource Group("BRG"),forensic
consultants who have been certified to provide expert testimony in court, to provide independent
advice, analysis and testing ofthe Blink App devices, security camera, intercom and related
equipment.
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The Investigators requested a forensic examination of Blink App data from Mayor Moon's
iPhone device and Cloud storage associated with the App. The Investigators requested that
Mayor Moon provide his personal cell phone, which contains the Blink App, and log-in
credentials to BRG. Through his attorney, David Baron, Esq.("Mr. Baron"), Mayor Moon at
first agreed but later declined to provide the phone to BRG because the City's representatives
would not agree to his request to pay for the Mayor's forensic expert to observe and monitor the
data extraction from the phone. The correspondence with Mr. Baron concerning this issue is
attached at Exhibit 15.
The Mayor's request for his expert, Mark Alcock("Mr. Alcock"), to attend the phone
examination was formally presented to the City, and the City agreed to pay for the Mayor's
expert. Mayor Moon agreed (through his counsel, Mr. Baron)to allow a limited reviews of his
personal cell phone by BRG with Mayor's Moon's forensic expert observing. The analysis was
limited to the Mayor's cell phone because Mayor Moon reported that the cell phone was the only
device he utilized to access the Blink App and Blink account. Following a call between the
experts to establish a protocol for retrieval and review ofthe data on Mayor Moon's personal cell
phone, BRG was able to review the Blink App and associated settings and data on the phone.
The Investigators reviewed BRG's Findings and Analysis ofthe Blink App on Mayor Moon's
iPhone device. Because ofthe absence of video data on the iPhone,the Investigators asked
Mayor Moon to request that Blink restore any recoverable data that may have been deleted from
his account, and the Mayor made this request. No recoverable data was found by Blink. Blink
identified several email accounts linked to Mayor Moon's Blink account. Mayor Moon reported
that he used only one email account to access Blink. Finally, the Investigators re-interviewed
Mayor Moon regarding the findings of the phone analysis.
With respect to the issues investigated, the Subcommittee Report raised certain questions, both
factual and legal, about Mayor Moon's installation of amotion-activated security camera in his
office and an intercom between his office and the office of the [Title Redacted]. The
Subcommittee Report, and Mayor Moon's response to it, raised numerous examples of alleged
statements and actions, including contentions and counter-contentions. These Findings by
necessity do not seek to address each and every question, contention or response asserted in the
Subcommittee Report or in the witnesses' statements.2 Instead, the Findings examine what the
Investigators believe to be the key questions raised by the Subcommittee Report and the key .
responses by Mayor Moon and other officials and employees. The Investigators deemed
questions, contentions or responses not specifically addressed in this Report to be either
redundant, cumulative, not materially different from other questions, contentions or responses, or
outside the scope of the investigation as determined by Mr. Freedman as liaison to the City
Council or as framed by the key questions ofthe Subcommittee Report.

1 By agreement ofthe forensic experts, the phone was analyzed in an alternative mode to imaging the phone drive.
This method of examination was utilized to address the Mayor's concern that private information on his phone could
be compromised by imaging.
z Individual allegations not covered in the Findings ofthe report are identified in Exh. 5 and Ems. 6.
~;
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III.

FACTUAL CHRONOLOGY

On November 3, 2015, Mayor Robert Moon, Councilmember Geoff Kors
1.
("Councilmember Kors") and Councilmember[Name Redacted] were elected to four-year terms.
Councilmember Kors, Councilmember[Name Redacted] and Mayor Moon were sworn in on
December 2, 2015.
At that time, and currently, City Hall had a private Mayor's office. The layout of the
2.
office(Exh. 7) was then as follows: the west wall of the Mayor's office had a television mounted
on it in the southwest corner. Directly in front of the television was a small conference table with
4 chairs. In approximately the middle of the west wall was a door connecting to an adjacent
office of the [Title Redacted]. On the other side of the connecting door in the northwest corner
was a small cabinet with a coffee maker. The north wall had a couch positioned against it, and
also contained the door to the hallway. The south wall contained a sliding door that exited
outdoors. The east wall had the Mayor's desk and armoire positioned against it.(Exh. 7)
The [Title Redacted],[Employee 8] occupied the office adjacent to the Mayor and
3.
performed scheduling and other administrative duties for the Mayor and Councilmembers. The
[Title Redacted],[Employee 8] reported directly to the City Manager, David Ready.(Exh. 28)
At that time there were no private offices for Councilmembers. Councilmembers
4.
occupied a large room with cubicles.(Exh. 28)Between December 2015 and August 2016, when
Councilmembers needed a private meeting space, they asked [Employee 8]for the use of the
small conference room, or asked to use Mayor Moon's office when he wasn't there. According
to [Employee 8], Mayor Moon was in his office for most of the day and returned to the office
after appointments, so it was unusual for Councilmembers to use his office for meetings.
Councilmember Kors and then-Councilmember Chris Mills occasionally used the Mayor's office
until their private offices were available for use on or about August 27,2016. Mayor Moon knew
that people would use his office if he was out temporarily.(Exh. 18, Exh. 28)
The Mayors' Office,[Title Redacted]'s Office, City Manager's Office and
5.
Councilmembers' offices, are located in a locked hallway behind glass doors at the east and west
ends of the hallway. Outside the east hallway door entrance is a lobby, which leads to a small
conference room,large conference room and an entrance to Council Chambers.(Exh. 5)City
officials, staff and members ofthe public frequently use these rooms for meetings. When
meetings are occurring in these spaces, it is a common practice for Councilmembers, staff and
others to caucus in the hallway behind the east entrance glass door. Councilmember Christy
Holstege("Councilmember Holstege") reported that this area was and is "a high traffic area" for
staff and Councilmembers, because it is the "first safe space" where participants in meetings can
talk privately.(Exh. 17)The door to the Mayor's office is directly in front of the hall area behind
the east entrance glass door.(Exh. 5, attached Exh. 1 Hallway Door). The door to the Mayor's
office opens inward and is approximately three to five feet from the glass door. A security badge
is required to access either ofthe hallway entrance doors. Security badges are issued to all City
Hall employees, including those who work in the Planning Services Department.(Exh. 16)
According to Mayor Moon,in approximately March or Apri12016, there were concerns
6.
about security in City Hall. At the time City Hall had very little security. Soon after the Mayor
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took office, the Mayor raised a number of security issues. According to Mayor Moon and
[Employee 8], petty cash was stolen from the City Clerk's office "a few years ago" and a
vending machine was vandalized.[Employee 8] reported that several years before, there was a
break-in and fire in the Planning Services Department. Ready reported that these events took
place in approximately 2012.[Employee 8]"had stuff that was taken out of my desk."(Exh. 28)
[Employee 8] was cautioned that she should keep her desk drawers locked because of security
concerns. Ready believes that the City changed the lock on the sliding glass doors in the Mayor's
office.
According to Ready, in or about 2012,the City hired a consultant who advised that it
7.
would cost about $500,000 to install security alarms. The City decided against this and instead
issued key badges, installed locks or latches on doors, windows, and sliders. Ready reported that
in approximately 2012,the City also installed cameras on the perimeter of City Hall.(Exh. 20)
Mayor Moon reported that he wasn't satisfied that the "swipecard" to enter the hallway was
adequate because "someone could steal that and gain access." No alarms or security cameras
were installed inside City Hall.(Exh. 19)
Mayor Moori reported that in or about March or Apri12016, he believed that someone
8.
was entering his office at night. He reported that the television station had been changed, chairs
were moved around and his coffeemaker had been used. He expressed these concerns to
[Employee 8], who said,"You know on occasion people will sit in your office and meet, right?"
Mayor Moon responded,"yes," however, he told her he was concerned that "it was someone
coming at night." Mayor Moon told [Employee 8] he was "going to talk to David [Ready]" about
his concerns.(Exh. 28)
On or about on August 18, 2016, Mayor Moon purchased a motion activated Blink
9.
security camera. The Blink camera is abattery-powered home security system that is controlled
through a smartphone app. The app allows the user to receive motion alerts, and be able to watch
live HD video when the camera has been activated. The camera also records audio when it is
activated.(Exh. 6, Exh. 5)
On or about Sunday, August 21, 2016, Mayor Moon installed the camera in his office. It
10.
was placed on top of the armoire, about three feet from the door to the hallway, with the aperture
pointed toward the west wall, focused on the adjoining door to [Employee 8's] office and
including the conference table, television and coffeemaker. The view finder screen also included
about half ofthe door to the hallway on the north wall.(Exh. 5, Exh. 7, Exh. 8)
Mayor Moon reported that he made the following settings to the Blink camera: video
1 1.
clips to record in ten-second segments, alerts to be received on his phone and videos to be
deleted after three days. Mayor Moon reported that he never changed these settings after he set
up the app the first time. He reported that he controlled the camera through the Blink App, which
he downloaded to his personal iPhone(Exh. 19).
On Sunday, August 21, 2016 at 3:40 p.m., Mayor Moon emailed [Employee 8] a "test
12.
clip" from the camera, showing him walking around his office. Mayor Moon wrote,"new
camera. Motion sensor detects movement and films aten- second clip. Please keep confidential.
Rob." The email contained an attachment of aten-second video, and has the notation "today at
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3:36 p.m. Blink Video." The video shows Mayor Moon entering his office through [Employee
8's] [Title Redacted] doorway. On Monday, August 22, 2016 at 7:17 p.m.[Employee 8] wrote
back,"LOL...you are too much ❑(smiling emoji)I think we should tell [Employee 9]
though...."(Exh. 7, Exh. 8)The week of August 22, 2016, was[Employee 8's] last week with
the City, and she was training her replacement,[Employee 9].[Employee 8] did not tell
[Employee 9] about the camera.(Exh. 28)
Starting approximately August 22,2016 until June 2017, Mayor Moon reported that he
13.
turned the Blink camera on each night, and it remained on overnight. He reported that he then
turned it off in the morning when he was on his way into the office every day. He reported that
he never set it on a timer but always turned it on and off manually. If the camera activated at
night and produced a video clip, he would receive an alert to review it. According to Mayor
Moon, he would review the 10-second clip and, because it never showed anyone other than
"[Employee 10], the City Hall [Title Redacted]", his [Title Redacted][Employee 2] or himself,
he would delete it immediately. Mayor Moon reported that he had set up the Blink App to delete
all videos after three days, and he did not save or store any videos in the App, Cloud storage or in
any external storage.(Exh. 19)
[Employee 10]3 is a [Title redacted] who cleans the Mayor's office and other City Hall
14.
offices in the evenings. City Hall employees reported that[Employee 10] has worked as the City
Hall [Title Redacted] for many years. City. Hall employees described [Employee 10] as "very
careful and conscientious."(Exh. 16, Exh. 22)Mayor Moon stated that he did not suspect
[Employee 10] of any misconduct regarding unauthorized use of his coffeemaker or moving
things around in his office.4 He reported that when he first set up the Blink camera, it recorded
[Employee 10] cleaning his office about ten times. It also recorded [Employee 8],[Employee 2]
and the Mayor entering his office at various times, when he failed to turn it off and it was
activated by a person entering the office in the morning. Mayor Moon never saw any video of a
person using his coffeemaker or committing any misconduct in his office. In this respect, he
reported that he was disappointed that the security camera did not serve its intended purpose.
Mayor Moon stated that the camera did not work well. He reported that he replaced the battery in
the camera base unit once, and after that he eventually stopped using the camera.(Exh. 19)
[Employee 9] served as the [Title Redacted] after [Employee 8's] departure, from August
15.
2016 through approximately the end of 2016. During this period, the former [Title Redacted]
office next to Mayor Moon was converted to a Council member office and the [Title Redacted]
was moved across the hall to the former women's lounge. In approximately Apri12017,
[Employee 1] began serving as [Title Redacted].(Exh. 16)
At this time, Mayor Moon reported that he continued to turn the Blink camera on
16.
overnight and off when he was on his way into the office every day. He reported that it was on
only at night, and was not turned on during the day. In addition to sometimes recording
[Employee 10],(Employee 2] or himself entering his office, Mayor Moon reported that the
camera sometimes recorded [Employee 1]in the morning if she came in early (before Moon
3 The witnesses stated that [Employee 10] is employed by a contract agency that provides [Redacted] services to
City Hall.
4[Employee 2] reported that Mayor Moon told her that he "thought it might be the [Title Redacted]" who was
drinking his coffee.(Each. 22)
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arrived) to drop off papers. Mayor Moon reported that there were only about ten clips total
recorded by the camera and that in all of these clips, only one person was filmed in his office,
and no spoken words were recorded.(Exh. 19)
Mayor Moon reported that he never saved or stored any ofthe 10-second clips, except
17.
one: the August 21 test clip, which he sent to his [Title Redacted][Employee 8]. The clip shows
only the Mayor himself.(Exh. 7, Exh. 19)
[Employee 1]came to the Mayor's office more frequently than any of his prior [Title
18.
Redacted].[Employee 1] perceived the Mayor did not like her coming in to his office to tell him
that someone called him, or that he needed to sign certificates, or look at his calendar. She
perceived that Mayor Moon considered her visits to his office to be interruptions.(Exh. 16, Exh.
19)
By Apri12017,[Employee 1]reported that Mayor Moon was "frustrated" with her and
19.
show
this "through his facial expressions," or would say that[Employee 1] was
would
interrupting him. On "more than one" occasion,[Employee 1]reported that Mayor Moon would
slam his hand down on his desk when [Employee 1]came into his office and say loudly,"Not
right now!" No one else was in the room on these occasions.(Exh. 16) Mayor Moon denied
escalating his voice at [Employee 1]or hitting his desk in frustration.(Exh. 19)
On or about June 26, 2017,[Employee 1] reported that he noticed the Blink camera for
20.
the first time.(Exh. 16)
21.
In approximately September of 2017, Mayor Moon reported that he asked [Employee 2]
ifthere would be an issue if he ordered and installed an intercom between his office and
[Employee 1's].[Employee 1] was present for this discussion. Mayor Moon reported that
[Employee 2]told the Mayor,"no problem." Mayor Moon purchased the intercom a week or two
after this discussion. Mayor Moon reported that he believed the intercom would be "more
convenient" because [Employee 1]would not have to interrupt him. However, Mayor Moon did
not tell [Employee 1]that he didn't like it that she had to walk down the hallway or that he didn't
like to walk over to her office.(Exh. 16, Exh. 19, Exh. 22) Mayor Moon did not use an intercom
with previous [Title Redacted], but he had a plug in doorbell that he used to summon his [Title
Redacted],[Employee 8]to his office.(Exh. 28)
[Employee 1]reported that she did not want the intercom. She showed Mayor Moon how
22.
the phone system worked to "show that an intercom was not necessary," but the Mayor told her
that he did not believe that the phone would work for him.(Exh. 16) Mayor Moon reported that
he found the City's. phone system to be outdated and inconvenient. He felt that having to press
only one button to communicate with [Employee 1]was more convenient.(Exh. 19)
Mayor Moon purchased the intercom on.October 3,2017(Exh.12), and had it installed in
23.
her office and his office on or about October 9, 2017. He gave her a copy ofthe manual. While
reading it,[Employee 1]noted that the intercom could be put in a monitor mode that would
function like a nursery monitor and allow Mayor Moon to hear sound in her office.(Exh. 13,
Exh. 16) According to her reading ofthe manual, when used as a monitoring device, a button
must be pressed on the transmitting device (the one in [Employee 1's] office) and a red light
~~t~r~~~~ Cz,~~~t~r
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illuminates.[Employee 1]never saw the red light come on to show that the intercom was being
used as a monitoring device.[Employee 1]never saw the Mayor or anyone else come into her
office to push the monitoring button on the intercoms [Employee 1] reported that she was
concerned that monitoring "could have occurred" because based on the position ofthe intercom
on her desk, if[Employee 1]were on the other side of her desk,"the red light wouldn't be
visible" from that angle.[Employee 1]felt uncomfortable because ofthe presence of the
intercom.(Exh. 16)
[Employee i]did not feel that she could talk to the Mayor about the intercom. In or about
24.
late 2017, she told [Employee 2], her manager, about her concern that Mayor Moon could hear
her talking to Councilmembers in her office.[Employee 2] advised her to turn the intercom off
when not in use, or to change channels when she did not want it to be used.[Employee 2]
reported that [Employee 1]was confused by the intercom and "concerned about it being there."
[Employee 2] told [Employee 1],"If you are uncomfortable, let[Mayor Moon]know."
[Employee 1]told [Employee 2]that she "felt bad" to complain because Mayor Moon purchased
the intercom with his own money.[Employee 2] reported that[Employee 1]told her Mayor
Moon didn't like it when she interrupted him and was "gruff'with her.[Employee 2]told
[Employee 1]that she should talk to Mayor Moon or [Employee 2] could do it for her.
[Employee 2]reported that[Employee 1] told her "she didn't want me [[Employee 2]] to do it
for her."[Employee 2] did not understand "why she was having a hard time talking to the
Mayor" about her concerns.[Employee 2] reported that there were issues with [Employee 1's]
job performance at the time, and the Mayor was doing some of his own scheduling. After this
discussion,[Employee 2] reported [Employee 1's] concern to Ready.(Exh. 22)Because
[Employee 1]was concerned about confidentiality, she would occasionally unplug the intercom,
but when it was plugged back in, a loud alarm would sound. She unplugged it only four or five
times.(Exh. 16) After [Employee 1]made her report,"nothing was done" about the intercom, so
[Employee 1]believed "that was the end of it."(Exh. 16)
Mayor Moon reported that "it is not possible" for him to hear [Employee 1] in her office
25.
through the intercom, because "the system does not work that way." He reported that he "never
heard any [conversations]" in [Employee 1's] office. Mayor Moon reported that he could not
activate the intercom from his office to listen to [Employee 1's] office; instead, someone in
[Employee 1's] office would need to activate it so that the Mayor could listen. Mayor Moon
stated that he "never" put the intercom into monitoring mode and that he "never" eavesdropped
on or heard any conversations through the intercom.(Exh. 19)
In or about fall of 2017,[Employee 2] learned of Mayor Moon's camera when
26.
[Employee 1]told her about it.[Employee 1]told [Employee 2],"I think the Mayor has a camera
in his office." She described [Employee 1] as "chuckling about it."[Employee 2]then entered
Mayor Moon's office, and asked,"Mayor, is that a camera?" Mayor Moon responded,"Oh,
yeah."[Employee 2] asked,"Why do you have a camera?" Mayor Moon said,"I came in and my
TV was on. Someone drank my coffee." Regarding the camera, he stated, "It's really cool, let me
show you." Mayor Moon then demonstrated the camera with an App on his phone by showing

5 [Employee 1] reported that the Mayor has a key to [Employee 1's] office.(Exh. 16)
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her what seemed to be a live picture of the two of them in his office. Mayor Moon told her that
he would receive an alert from the system if someone was in his office at night.(Exh. 22)
[Employee 2] stated that she then reported the camera to City Manager Ready
27.
immediately. According to [Employee 2], Ready asked [Employee 2] how she knew it was a
camera, and she replied that the Mayor had showed her.[Employee 2] reported that Ready
thanked [Employee 2]for telling him.(Exh. 22)
[Employee 2]then told [Employee 1] that she had told Ready about the camera.
28.
[Employee 2] felt the whole situation was "silly."[Employee 2] reported that she did "an internal
eye-roll" when Mayor Moon was demonstrating the camera. She did not believe [Employee 1]
was concerned about the camera, because of[Employee 1's]jovial demeanor when telling her
about it.(Exh. 22)
On or about March 30, 2018, a homelessness service provider, was holding an event.
29.
Councilmember Kors and [Employee 1] discussed in her office that Councilmember Kors and
Councilmember[Name Redacted] would sign proclamations for the provider.[Employed 1
prepared the proclamations. However,the day before the event, the Mayor called [Employee 1]
and asked her about the proclamations. Mayor Moon ultimately appeared at the event with
proclamations he had signed.[Employee 1]reported that she and Councilmember Kors
expressed surprise at how Mayor Moon knew about the event, since neither of them discussed it
with him.[Employee 1]believed that he may have overheard the conversation about the
proclamations in [Employee 1's] office. Mayor Moon reported that he learned ofthe event by
communicating directly with the provider's Director,[Name Redacted]. Mayor Moon denied that
he overheard or eavesdropped on any conversation between Councilmember Kors and
[Employee 1].(Exh. 14(b), Exh. 16, Exh. 19)
According to [Employee 1], Councilmember Kors and then-Councilmember [Name
30.
Redacted] were in [Employee 1's] office to talk about scheduling of a subcommittee meeting.
They later told her the Mayor knew about the scheduling ofthat meeting.[Employee 1] said that
she generally didn't share details about a Councilmember's schedule.[Employee 1]could not
recall the name ofthe subcommittee or any details about the meeting.[Employee 1] reported that
she did not tell Mayor Moon about the subcommittee meeting and was unsure how he knew
about it. [Employee 1]believed that he may have overhead the Councilmembers talking in
[Employee 1's] office.(Exh. 16) Councilmember Kors and Mayor Moon did not recall the
Subcommittee meeting.(Exh. 18) Mayor Moon denied that he overheard or eavesdropped on any
conversation between Councilmembers in [Employee 1's] office.(Exh. 19)
Ready recalled that in approximately February or March of 2018, Mayor Moon told him
31.
something about someone drinking his coffee, and recalls the Mayor mentioned his artwork
several times as something valuable. Ready does not recall if the Mayor said anything about his
television.(Exh. 20)The Mayor told Ready that he had installed a camera which Ready
understood to be a "nanny cam." Mayor Moon showed Ready the camera, gestured with his
phone, and said that he could see if someone was in his office at night. This occurred "several
months" before Councilmember Kors raised the issue to Ready. Ready reported that he did not
believe initially believe the camera was an issue because he understood that "it did not record
and it was in the Mayor's private office." Ready understood that the camera was only able to
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livestream, and that "it was only used for surveillance in the Mayor's office at night." Ready
reported that there was no formal City policy on use of cameras in City Hall.(Exh. 9, Exh. 20)
Sometime between February and April, 2018 [Title Redacted][Employee 3] came in
32.
person to meet with [Employee 2] because [Employee 3's] staff had complained and threatened
to go to their Union if they were required to work in an office with a camera.[Employee 3]
learned ofthe concerns from [Title Redacted][Employee 7]. According to [Employee 7], he
learned of the camera from [Title Redacted][Employee 6] and [Employee 5], who saw it when
they were in the Mayor's office to perform a repair. When another work order came in regarding
furniture in the Mayor's office,[Employee 7]told [Employee 3],"Is someone going to be there,
because there's a camera in there."(Exh. 25, Exh. 26, Exh. 27)[Employee 3]then went to look
at the camera to see it for herself. She asked [Employee 2] to let Ready know that two members
of her staff needed to go into the Mayor's office but they did not want to because the camera was
there.[Employee 3] asked [Employee 2] if Ready could "ask the Mayor to turn it off."
[Employee 2] advised [Employee 3] to speak to Human Resources about it. [Employee 2]then
told Ready about the conversation, but does not recall his response.(Exh. 22, Exh. 23)Ready
recalled that either [Employee 2] or [Employee 13] told him that some furniture in the Mayor's
office needed to be moved and the Facilities staff who were supposed to move it did not want to
go into the Mayor's office because ofthe camera. Ready said that it was a "passing comment" to
him, and he responded that "if staff did not want to go in the Mayor's office, they didn't have
to." Ready's instruction was that if an employee was "uncomfortable," because of the camera,
they did not need to do the task. Ready did not follow up with [Employee 3] to find out why the
employees were uncomfortable with the camera. Ready did not report the staff concerns to the
City Attorney or to Human Resources, because at the time he did not think that the "nanny cam"
was an issue.(Exh. 20)
On Apri15,-2018 Councilmember Kors passed Mayor Moon's office, and observed that
33.
the door was open and lights left on. Mayor Moon frequently left his door completely open all
day, and after he left the office for the day.6 Councilmember Kors entered the office and turned
off the light, then reported that he had done so to [Employee 1].[Employee 1]advised Kors of
the camera and said that the Mayor would have seen Kors entering his office.(Exh. 9)This was
the first time that Kors learned ofthe camera. As a member ofthe Subcommittee, Kors was
concerned that the presence ofthe camera could implicate employee-related legal issues.(Exh.
4)
Councilmember Kors reported the camera to Councilmember Holstege, also a member of
34.
the Subcommittee, and they then reported it to Ready. Councilmember Kors, Councilmember
Holstege, Ready and City Attorney Kotkin ("Kotkin")then walked to the Mayor's office to see
the security camera through the Mayor's open door.(Exh. 4, Exh. 17, Exh. 18, Exh. 20, Exh. 21)
It was on top of the armoire, about three feet from the hallway through the doorway. The
6 Mayor Moon reported that he liked having his door open, and "didn't worry about [security] because during the
day there were always people around." He had the [Title Redacted] close his door when she left for the day after
6:00 pm.(Exh. 19)
Councilmember Kors reported that the location ofthe camera changed, at least temporarily, after this time.(Exh.
18)
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aperture appeared to face the west wall of the Mayor's office. Councilmember Kors took a photo
of the camera from the hallway.(Exh. 5, Exh. 17, Exh. 18) When Councilmember Kors first
raised the issue of the security camera to Ready, Councilmember Kors reported that he asked
Ready if he knew about the camera. Ready said yes.(Exh. 17, Exh. 18, Exh. 20)
On or about April 7, 2018 at 7:14 am, Mayor Moon's phone accessed the Blink App and
35.
closed server showing a minimal cellular data use. Mayor Moon reported that he did not recall
why he accessed the Blink App.(Exh. 30)
[Title Redacted][Employee 11] removed the intercom from [Employee 1's] and the
36.
Mayor's offices in Apri12018. At some point after that, certain testing of the intercom was
performed by Ready, Kotkin and City IT personnel. According to witness statements, the
intercom was tested twice —once in April 2018, within a few days after it was removed from
[Employee 1's] office (Exh. 16) and a second time on or about July 8, 2018, at Mayor Moon's
request.(Exh. 14a)In addition,[Employee 11]and [Title Redacted][Employee 12], Ready,
Kotkin,[Employee 2] and [Employee 4] were also present for tests of the intercom, which had
been set up between various offices.(Exh. 16)[Employee 11]went between rooms to test the
intercom, and Kotkin remembers that they had trouble getting the intercom to work.(Exh. 21)
The intercom was tested in Ready's and [Employee 2's] offices.(Exh. 16)
[Employee 1]reported that, during one ofthe "tests" she was in her office and could hear
37.
the discussions as the intercom testing was taking place.[Employee 1]reported that the
discussions and testing "made me feel uncomfortable."
Kotkin engaged an outside counsel, Mike Colantuono ("Colantuono"), to advise
38.
Councilmembers Kors and Holstege as the Subcommittee on the issue of whether the presence of
the camera and intercom raised "potential administrative, civil and criminal issues."8 Colantuono
advised the two Councilmembers, Ready and Kotkin to refer the matter to law enforcement for
an assessment and to "refrain from any administrative response or civil remediation until a law
enforcement agency evaluates this matter and gives the City clearance to proceed."(Exh. 9, Exh.
17, Exh. 18, Exh. 20, Ems. 21)
On April 18, 2018, Kotkin sent a memorandum describing the potential administrative,
39.
civil and criminal concerns regarding the camera and intercom and requesting a review to Brian
Reyes,("Reyes")Police Chief Reyes then referred the matter to the Riverside County District
Attorney's office.(Exh. 9, Exh. 21)
40.
On May 10, 2018,the District Attorney's office declined to prosecute on the grounds that
matter
does not fit the criteria for action by this office."(Exh. 10)The District Attorney's
"this
letter recommended to City officials that "explor[ing] administrative/civil remedies with regard
to Mayor Moon's conduct" was the best course of action.(Exh. 10) Kotkin began working on an
administrative policy to deal with the issue.(Exh. 20, Exh. 21)

8 Kotkin determined that he and the City Manager were unable to investigate the Mayor or advise on the matter
because of a potential conflict of interest, and therefore referred the matter to Colantuono.(Exh. 9)
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On or about June 7,2018, Ready, with Kotkin present, interviewed [Employee 1]
41.
regarding her concerns.(Exh. 20, Exh. 21)Ready did not take a statement from [Employee 1]or
record the discussion; he "just talked to her about what happened." Ready reported that his
primary concern was to make sure that[Employee 1]has "a safe and comfortable working
environment, and to let her know that there would be no retribution for her involvement in the
issues." Ready believes that he and Kotkin asked [Employee 1] if she wanted to pursue a "formal
complaint," but she declined. Ready believed that[Employee 1]was "frightened at the situation,
and that might have been why she didn't want to make a complaint."(Exh. 20)Ready did not
consider or have a discussion with anyone about whether [Employee 1's] concerns could be a
Human Resources issue. Ready reported that he is aware that [Employee 1] has a general level of
"discomfort" working with Mayor Moon,particularly "his reactions to her and that he raises his
voice to her."(Exh. 20)
[Employee 1]reported that when Ready and Kotkin asked her if she wanted to make a
42.
formal complaint, she declined, because she was "afraid for my job." When asked to explain this
comment,[Employee 1] reported that she "has seen how people get treated in other jobs after
they make a complaint and there is an investigation."[Employee 1]clarified that she has not
observed any adverse actions against persons who make complaints at the City.[Employee 1
claimed that Ready and Kotkin "did not tell me anything about the City's policy against
retaliation."(Exh. 16) Ready and Kotkin denied [Employee 1's] contention. Ready reported that
[Employee 1]was told that she would not be retaliated against.
On June 20,2018, before the City Council's closed session meeting, Mayor Moon
43.
learned ofthe Subcommittee's concerns regarding the camera and the intercom, the referral to
outside counsel, and subsequent referral to the Chief of Police and Riverside County District
Attorney. That day, Ready and Kotkin met with Mayor Moon,and he showed them the Blink
App on his phone. The Mayor reported that he showed Ready and Kotkin that the App contained
no videos taken by his camera. He told them that his camera stopped working. Mayor Moon
reported that during the time the camera was installed in his office, it was only active about 20%
ofthe time.(Exh. 19, Exh. 21, Exh. 21)
Also on June 20, 2018, during the Council's regular meeting, Mayor Moon apologized
44.
for the camera and the intercom. He stated that"a couple of years ago" he "got a Blink camera, it
is very obvious...sits there on the credenza." Mayor Moon stated that he turned the camera on at
night and off in the morning, and that it was set to record a 10-second video clip "if anyone came
into my office at night." Mayor Moon stated that,"People misunderstood and thought I could
have been recording meetings in my office; that's not technologically possible." Mayor Moon
stated,"I should have gone to the City Manager and said I am concerned that people are coming
into my office at night, and I'm going to put this in, and I didn't do that. Sorry. On the intercom
system, I thought everyone knew it was there.i9
it
(htt~•//palmsprin~;sca.swa~com/plav/06202018-1907/#1.9)

9 Mayor Moon reported,"I also had an intercom that I got because my [Title Redacted] is down the hall from me,
and she would come to my office frequently and say, so and so is on the phone, do you want to talk to them, and I'd
be on the phone and it was awkward so I got an intercom. This kept us from walking back and forth, particularly her.
I never used it to eavesdrop or listen to what was going on in her office."(Exh. 19)
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The Subcommittee Report discussed at the Council meeting of July 11, 2018, requested
45.
an independent investigation regarding certain questions that had not been resolved through the
process of referrals to outside counsel or law enforcement evaluations.(Exh. 4)The Council then
approved an independent investigation ofthe matter.
This investigation followed.
it
(http://palmsprin~sca.swa~plav/07112018-1372/#51)
On September 18, 2018 Mayor Moon was interviewed in this investigation. At that time
46.
he provided the subject intercom and Blink camera and base unit to the Investigators. On
December 4, Mayor Moon's phone was examined by BRG. The examination ofthe phone
showed no videos saved in the Blink App or in the Cloud. The folder where the forensic
examiners would expect to find data was empty. Mayor Moon again denied deleting any data.
On December 19, at the Investigators' request, Mayor Moon requested Blink to provide any
recoverable data from his account. Blink Customer Support Agent Alex Weiss responded that
there were no video clips "taken recently enough to restore" and that "Clips are not stored on
servers indefinitely."(Exh. 29)
IV.

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE
A.

Privacy Issues

California Penal Code section 637.2 allows "a civil cause of action for any violation of the
applicable invasion-of-privacy statutory scheme, and [California] Penal Code section 632 is the
specific provision that governs the unlawful recording of conversations."(Kearney v. Salomon
Smith Barney(2006)39 Cal. 4th 95, 103 n.l.) It provides, in relevant part, that any "person who,
intentionally and without the consent ofallparties to a confidential communication, uses an
electronic amplifying or recording device to eavesdrop upon or record the confidential
communication" violates the statute.(Cal. Pen. Code, § 632(a), emphasis added.) Accordingly,
the three elements that Plaintiff must prove are:(1)an electronic recording of(or eavesdropping
on);(2)a "confidential" communication;(3)to which all parties did not consent.(See, e.g.,
Flanagan v. Flanagan (2002)27 Ca1.4th 766, 774-776.) In addition, the recording or
eavesdropping must be intentional conduct.(See Judicial Council Of California Civil Jury
Instruction("CACI") 1809, Recording of Confidential Information (Pen. Code, §§ 632,637.2).)
Penal Code section 632(c) states that a "confidential communication" includes "any
communication carried on in circumstances as may reasonably indicate that any party to the
communication desires it to be confined to the parties." Communications "made in a public
gathering or in any legislative,judicial, executive, or administrative proceeding open to the
public, or in any other circumstance in which the parties to the communication may reasonably
expect that the communication may be overheard or recorded," are excluded.(Id.)
This report does not make Conclusions of Law as to whether civil causes of action for alleged
violations of the applicable invasion-of-privacy statute may exist. However the Investigators
considered the requirements ofthe law for the purpose of identifying relevant issues, making
relevant factual determinations and addressing questions raised by the Subcommittee Report.
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1.

Camera Capacity to Livestream or Record Conversations in the
Hallway

The Subcommittee Report stated that on Apri15, 2018,the Subcommittee observed the camera
"pointed toward the inside ofthe Mayor's office,[and] the doorway, and appeared as though it
may be able to capture the hallway too. Given the type of camera, it is possible the camera could
still record or overhear conversations outside of his office and in the hallway."(Exh. 5, Exh. 3)
Witnesses, and the Mayor himself, agreed that from the time it was installed, the camera
remained on top of his armoire, approximately three feet from his doorway and approximately
eight to 10 feet from the middle ofthe hallway (see schematic)for nearly two years.10 Witnesses
and Mayor Moon stated that during that time, his office door was usually left completely open
during the day, or until his assistant left for the evening at 6:00 or 7:00 pm.
Mayor Moon reported that his camera could not have recorded hallway conversation, because it
was only turned on overnight, it was set to capture only 10 second videos and he never changed
the setting. In addition, the Mayor reported that the camera was "incapable" oftaping
continuously. Finally, Mayor Moon reported that the camera aperture was pointed inside the
office, not at the hallway.(Exh. 19)
The issue is whether the security camera, if activated, had the capacity to "monitor or record"
confidential conversations occurring in the hallway, without the participants' knowledge or
consent, within the meaning ofPenal Code section 632. Stated another way, is it "more likely
than not," based upon a reasonable degree of probability and notjust a mere possibility or
speculation,ll that the equipment would or could have the capacity to monitor or record such
conversations under the circumstances presented here?
After carefully considering the witness statements, site inspection and Findings of BRG forensic
consultants Robert Decicco and Alberto Rosales regarding testing ofthe security camera's
livestreaming abilities, motion sensor abilities and sensitivity from distances, and microphone
sensitivity and clarity from distances, the Investigators conclude that the answer is yes.
The Investigators physically inspected and photographed the physical site ofthe City Hall
hallway, lobby area leading to conference rooms and Council Chambers,the layout ofthe
Mayor's Office and [Title Redacted] Office. The Investigators provided these photographs, as
well as a photograph provided by the Subcommittee that was taken on the day the Subcommittee
first observed the camera, a video clip provided by Mayor Moon,a still photo (the last image
taken by the camera)and Mayor Moon's subject Blink camera, and base unit, to BRG forensic
consultants.

'o Mayor Moon reported that although the camera remained in place, he stopped turning it on as of approximately
June 2017.
"In most civil cases, the legal requirements for stating an expert opinion is related directly to the burden of proof
that exists. That burden of proof in an investigation is a "preponderance ofthe evidence," "more likely than not," or
"more than 50%likely."
A7"TC~121~EI' ~I.I~I~'T'I~1~~V~~~G~I)
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In an Analysis and Findings report, BRG12 forensic consultants analyzed these images and
photographs of the camera placement, hallway location and dimensions, views ofthe camera
from its own viewfinder, the Mayor's doorway and the hallway. They also examined and tested
the Mayor's security camera by creating a test room similar in layout and structure to that of the
Mayor's office and hallway in order to perform tests on the Blink camera's capabilities to record
audio and or video.. The Investigators asked BRG consultants to perform an analysis ofthe
surveillance capability of Mayor Moon's Blink camera to record video and audio under these
conditions. BRG performed a test on the Blink camera was "to determine a general
understanding of the ability and functionality of the Blink to capture conversations and images."
(Exh. 5)
Livestreaming Abilities. Mr. Decicco and Mr. Rosales considered whether the limits ofthe
default setting (10 seconds for motion sensor or 30 seconds for livestream) prevented the camera
from "monitoring or recording." The results showed that the camera's livestream capacity, while
limited as a default setting, can be extended continuously through engaging a manual prompt.
"The Blink camera captures video streams in a continuous stream (livestream) and also
captures snapshots and has the ability to capture audio coupled with video... [The]
LiveStream setting is activated from the phone application and can be opened at any time as
long as there is power on the camera. The livestream does not lock and will only allow about
30 seconds offootage/sound to be captured at a time as a default. This setting cannot be
changed on the application. To continuously stream the user mustpress a "Continue"prompt
from the application every 30 seconds."(emphasis added)(Exh. 5)
Once the camera is turned on(which can be done from the App as well as the motion sensor
described below), BRG confirmed that a user has the ability to manually control and extend the
livestream function, which would potentially allow the user to monitor a conversation
continuously by pressing the "continue" prompt, regardless ofthe limits ofthe default setting.
Motion Sensor Abilities and Sensitivity from Distances. With respect to the motion sensor(a
second means to capture a conversation), although the initial captured film clips can be limited to
as little as 10 seconds, this does not prevent the user from simply changing the setting to a 60second recording after seeing who has triggered the camera's motion sensor, or switching the
camera to view in a live feed format from the App. According to Mr. Rosales, it would take less
than a minute to make and implement this change in the App. Either of these actions would allow
a user to monitor continuously or unilaterally audio record, at least for up to 60 seconds, a
conversation without the knowledge ofthe other parties.
BRG's first test was to determine how far the camera could "see" into the hall, which would
trigger recording. The results showed a wide line of sight and a high level of sensitivity to detect
motion in the hallway. Preliminarily, Mr. Decicco and Mr. Rosales noted that the camera has a
"fisheye" lens which allows it to "see" a larger field of view of 110 degrees instead of 100
degrees. In addition, the camera aperture (as viewed in one ofthe pictures provided) displays the
door and frame in the field of view. According to the report, this means that when the Mayor's
12 BRG technicians specialize in, among other things, computer forensics, data analysis and electronic data retrieval,
and have been certified by California courts to testify as expert witnesses at trial.
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door was open, the camera aperture could see through "roughly 50%" of the doorway."The
motion detection `line of sight'(the periphery where motion needs to occur to register and
activate the camera) was tested and registered roughly 110 degrees span from the center ofthe
camera." In addition, Mr. Decicco and Mr. Rosales noted that when set at its highest setting, the
motion detector "has the ability to capture movement up to about 25 feet." As stated, the
camera, which was positioned approximately three feet from the door, was at most eight to 12
feet from the center ofthe hallway when the Mayor's door was open. The testing showed that
this device has a surprisingly sensitive motion sensor at long distances. Given its capabilities and
positions seen from pictures, Mr. Rosales reported to the Investigators that the security camera
"would be able to detect anyone coming down the hall."(Exh. 5)
Microphone Sensitivity and Clarity from Distances. BRG's second test revolved around what
conditions related to distance and sound need to exist for a conversation to be captured by the
Blink camera. Again, the test results showed a highly sensitive device.
To capture a conversation, the Blink camera needs to be set to one oftwo modes. The "Motion
Sensor" mode or user manually controlling the device to initiate a live feed. BRG's test results
showed that while the camera is active, the Blink system will capture sound from a room at
distances of up to 15 feet. As the distance is increased the sound quality diminishes steadily but
can capture conversations dependent on background noise as far as 20 feet.
BRG tested specifically to determine the ability of the device to record under simulated hallway
conversation scenarios. The tests for three scenarios of speech in the hallway at varied distances
were to determine quality of audio as distances increased. These scenarios included: Elevated
speech in the hall, Normal speech in the hall and Whisper speech in the hall. Mr. Decicco and
Mr. Rosales noted:
a. When taking place more than 10feet away, in an attached hallway but with the
connecting door open conversations were audible and discernible.
b. When taking place more than ISfeet away,in an attached hallway but with the
connecting door open, conversations could be made out with some degradation
related to volume or tone ofconversation (e.g. spotty) and any background noise had
masked interference noted.
Mr. Decicco and Mr. Rosales noted the quality ofthe microphone and its ability to pick up
discernable and high quality audio at distances. Mr. Rosales told this Investigator that he "was
able to capture myself in the hall and around the corner at 15 feet. Even at 20 feet, I was able to
discern speech with maximum volume."(Exh. 5)
The evidence showed that the security camera, if activated and set to the highest sensitivity,
possessed the capacity to unilaterally record the conversation of persons in the hallway outside
Mayor Moon's open door, speaking in Escalated, Normal and even Whisper tones at 15 to 20
feet away, without the knowledge or consent ofthe parties. In the end, the testing revealed that
the capacity ofthe security camera was more sensitive to motion detection and more effective in
recording and monitoring capacity than expected. Given the proximity ofthe camera to the
doorway and the hallway, and the evidence that the Mayor's door was left completely open on
A~~o~~~ ~~.~~~~ ~r~~vr~,~~~~
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most days, the evidence established that, on a more likely than not basis, the security camera had
the capacity to detect, livestream and/or record persons in the hallway, engaging in confidential
conversations without these persons being aware of this possibility.
Based upon the above evidence, the claim that Mayor Moon's security camera was capable of
recording or livestreaming confidential conversations in the hallway without the knowledge and
agreement ofthe participants, is SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was sufficient evidence, on
a more likely than not basis, to find that the allegation is proved.
2.

Camera Capacity to Livestream or Record Conversations in the
Mayor's Office

The Subcommittee Report references the camera in the Mayor's office as "physically present
during private meetings, private ad hoc subcommittee meetings, private conversations between
Councilmembers, and while staff was present in the office."
Mayor Moon responded that his camera could not have recorded, and did not record,
conversations in his office because it was only turned on overnight and because of the 10 second
video setting. Mayor Moon stated that his intention was to detect who was coming into his office
at night, not to record private conversations.(Exh. 19)To the extent that the camera recorded the
City Hall janitor,[Employee 1],[Employee 2] and [Employee 8], as well as Mayor Moon, at
various times in his office, the Mayor stated that these were accidental recordings because he had
not turned the camera off before someone entered the room. He stated that there were only about
10 recordings in all; and there was no sound on any of the recordings.
The analysis for the camera's capacity to livestream and record inside the Mayor's office is
nearly identical to the analysis for its capacity to livestream and record in the hallway.
Predictably, the camera performed better in the same room with no obstructions for the motion
sensor or audio. Again, the forensic testing showed that the security camera was a highly
sensitive and effective recording device that, if activated, had the capacity to "monitor or
record" confidential conversations occurring in the Mayor's office, without the participants'
knowledge or consent. Based upon the evidence in this investigation —specifically the Findings
of the BRG testing, which are set forth in section 1 above and are incorporated herein by
reference, the Investigators find it is "more likely than not," based upon a reasonable degree of
probability and notjust a mere possibility or speculation,13 that the equipment would or could
have the ability to monitor or record in the Mayor's office conversations under the circumstances
presented.
As described in section 1, the Investigators considered the Findings of BRG forensic consultants
Robert Decicco and Alberto Rosales regarding testing ofthe security camera's livestreaming
abilities, motion sensor abilities and sensitivity from distances, and microphone sensitivity and
clarity from distances.
13 In most civil cases, the legal requirements for stating an expert opinion is related directly to the burden of proof
that exists. That burden of proof in an investigation is a "preponderance ofthe evidence," "more likely than not," or
"more than 50%likely."
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In particular, the Investigators considered the test room schematic laid out in a similar manner to
the Mayor's office. The following results were relevant:
b. The motion detection `line ofsight'(the periphery where motion needs to occur to
register and activate the carree~a) was tested and Negistered roughly 110 degrees span
,from the center ofthe camera. This is notable in the instance where the camera lens
has any blockage by a column or wall which will affect the activation.
c. Table 1 Blink Lzne ofSight, below is a graphic representatzon ofthe line ofsight of
the Blink camera with unobstructed view. Appendix 1 Test Room Schematic, depicts
the layout ofthe office including the Blink device and respective line ofsight
graphically.
BRG's testing results for microphone sensitivity and clarity. from distances within the same room
are relevant. These -show:
a.

When taking placefivefeet or less away,in the same room was effective and
clear.

b.

When taking place 10feet or less away,in the same room was effective and clear.

c.

When taking place 1Sfeet or less away,in the same room was effective and
relatively clear.

d.

When taking place more than 1Sfeet away,in the same room specific words
were difficult to hear but conversations are still somewhat audible even at about
20 feet. Once the conversation moved beyond 20 feet marked decrease in clarity
was observed.

Accordingly, the claim that Mayor Moon's security camera was capable of recording or
livestreaming confidential conversations in the Mayor's office without the knowledge and
agreement ofthe participants, is SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was sufficient evidence, on
a more likely than not basis, to find that the allegation is proved.
3.

Actual Incidents of Livestreaming or Recording In the Hallway

The Subcommittee Report asked a question whether "every person who was present in [the
Mayor's] office for meetings or in the hallway could potentially have legal claims against the
Mayor and possibly the City."
Mayor Moon strongly denied that any actual incidents of livestreaming or recording ever
occurred in the hallway. He stated that the camera was only on at night, not during the day,that
less than ten ten-second videos were created by the camera, and these involved a single person
entering his office at night or in the early morning and no audio was recorded.
There was no evidence on the Mayor's phone, at the time it was examined,that videos were
recorded of hallway conversations or that such conversations were livestreamed. The original
phone used to set up the Blink camera was absent(the Mayor had exchanged his old phone for a
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newer model in the- fall of 2017), and thus the examination of the Blink App on the Mayor's
phone was limited to any data stored by the new phone. Nevertheless, BRG reviewed the
Mayor's Blink App on his iPhone.
BRG reported that when a video is taken via the Blink camera,the video is transmitted to the
Blink Cloud servers, and from there, to the user's Blink App. A folder on the user's device (here,
Mayor Moon's iPhone) would exist, in which such videos would be stored. BRG did not find
videos in such a folder on Mayor Moon's iPhone, but cannot determine whether this is because
the folder never existed on Mayor Moon's current phone (i.e., no videos were taken since he
obtained the new phone) or because the folder was deleted. Mayor Moon stated in his follow-up
interview that he never stored, migrated or deleted any videos on his phone or in the Cloud
storage. Mayor Moon stated in the follow-up interview, as he said in his initial interview, that he
never saw any videos other than the 10-second clips of[Employee 10] cleaning his office, or
[Employee 2],[Employee 1] or himself entering in the early morning. He said that he deleted
these 10-second clips immediately and never saved any other videos.
BRG was able to access a limited log of activity that showed connection between the Blink App
and the Blink Cloud server. The log showed four connections between the Blink App on the
phone and the Blink Cloud server: Apri17, 2018, at 7:14 am; September 22, 2018 at 7:12 am;
September 26, 2018 at 9:37 am,and September 26,2018 at 9:48 am. All of these connections by
the Blink App were made when the phone was operating on cellular data, rather than on a WiFi
network. Furthermore, Mayor Moon provided these investigators with his Blink camera and
Blink base on September 18, 2018. Thus, the last three connections made between the Blink App
and the Blink Cloud server were made when the Blink App could not connect to the Blink base
and Blink camera. The amount of data used on Apri17, 2018 was minimal; however, on
September 26, 2018 at 9:37 am,the Blink App log showed that 41 MB of data were used.
According to BRG,this would reflect approximately 5-10 minutes of usage.
In his follow-up interview, Mayor Moon reported that he didn't recall using his phone to connect
to the Blink App on April 7. He stated that he did not delete any data. Regarding the September
22 date, Mayor Moon reported that, in an attempt to figure out the password for the account,
which had been requested in the investigation, he may have accessed the app to attempt to view
and "count the number of dots" to "see how the password was set up...because I didn't know
what the password was." He repeated that he did not delete any data during this connection.
Regarding the two connections on September 26, Mayor Moon again did not specifically
remember why he connected to the Blink App with his phone or what he was doing, or why he
was connected for 5-10 minutes starting at 9:37 am. Mayor Moon reported that he may have
been researching the "capabilities" ofthe system because he became curious about what the
security camera could do after being interviewed for this investigation on September 18. He
repeated that he did not delete any data during these connections. There was no record of
recoverable (i.e., video clips deleted within 2 weeks) data in Mayor Moon's Blink account.
Mayor Moon reported that he made the following settings to the Blink Camera: video clips to
record in 10 second segments, alerts to be received on his phone. Mayor Moon reported that he
never changed these settings. He reported that between August 22,2016, until June 2017, he
turned the Blink camera on each night, and it remained on overnight. He reported that he then
turned it off in the morning when he was on his way into the office every day. He stated that he
A~'~ro~~~ ~~.~~~~' ~tl~~~,~~~~
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never set it on a timer but always turned it on and off manually; if there was a video clip, he
would receive an alert to review the clip. According to Mayor Moon,the approximately 10 clips
he received never showed anyone other than "[Employee 10]" the [Title Redacted], his [Title
Redacted][Employee 2] or himself, so he would delete the clip immediately. Mayor Moon
reported that he never saw any video clip of anyone, or monitored or livestreamed video of
anyone,in the hallway. He reported that the only clips he observed were ofthe named.
employees entering his office in the early morning. Mayor Moon and other witnesses reported
that his door was frequently left open. If the camera was on, it could have activated based on
detecting motion in the hallway. However,if it was turned off, as he reported, the camera would
not activate based on "hallway traffic." Although some witnesses recalled that the camera had
been moved slightly on top ofthe Mayor's armoire, there was no evidence to contradict Mayor
Moon's report that the camera was turned off when it was facing the hallway.
Based on this record, there is insufficient evidence that Mayor Moon's camera recorded any
video of hallway conversations. The Mayor says he did not see any such videos. There is no
evidence of ~a videos in the Cloud or a folder on his phone where one would expect to see
recordings. Videos could have existed but been deleted, either by the user or by "aging out" of
the settings, but there is no evidence that this occurred. In the end,there was no evidence of any
hallway recordings. The evidence showed that Mayor Moon's statement that he never viewed,
monitored or recorded anyone in the hallway, that the camera was turned on overnight and not
during the day and that his intention in using the security camera was to catch or deter someone
he believed was disturbing his office at night, was consistent dating back to spring 2016. The
record showed that he made similar statements over time to [Employee 8],[Employee 1],
[Employee 2], Ready and Kotkin.
There was evidence suggesting that Mayor Moon sought to keep his camera a secret. It was
noted that Mayor Moon's August 21,2016 email to [Employee 8], notifying her ofthe camera,
admonishes her to keep it "confidential." These Investigators did not obtain Mayor Moon's
email, and [Employee 8's] response to it, until October 25,2018. When asked about the
"confidential" admonition, the Mayor said he didn't know who was coming in the office, but that
he didn't suspect any staff was using his coffee machine or moving items in his office. He
admitted that, despite telling [Employee 8] and [Employee 2] about the camera, he never told
any of his Council member colleagues about it. Mayor Moon said there was "really no need to"
because he didn't recall meeting with other Councilmembers regarding his concerns about his
office and "because we're very careful about how we talk to each other, because of Brown Act
things."
Mayor Moon stated that [Employee 8] was very social and he did not want her to "tell everyone"
about the camera.[Employee 8] stated that she understood the Mayor's comment to mean she
"shouldn't tell anyone." Despite this questionable admonition, the evidence overall showed that
Mayor Moon did not attempt to conceal the camera — it was displayed openly on his armoire for
nearly two years. Because of its placement on top of the cabinet, some witnesses observed it and
others did not. Had there been a deliberate attempt to use the device for eavesdropping, it is
unlikely to have been displayed in this manner and unlikely that he would have told staff about
the existence ofthe camera. There was no indication in the available evidence, that Mayor Moon
demonstrated any knowing or deliberate intention to use the security camera for eavesdropping,
monitoring or recording persons in private conversations in the hallway at City Hall.
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Accordingly, the claim that Mayor Moon's security camera actually recorded or livestreamed
confidential conversations of any persons in the hallway, without the knowledge and agreement
of the participants, is NOT SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was insufficient evidence, on a
more likely than not basis, to find that the allegation was either proved or disproved.
4.

Actual Incidents of Livestreaming or Recording In Mayor's Office

The Subcommittee Report states: "This camera was physically present during private meetings,
private ad hoc subcommittee meetings, private conversations between Councilmembers, and
while staff was present in the office."
Again, Mayor Moon strongly denied that the camera was activated during the day or
livestreaming or recording any meetings or conversations in his office. With the exception of
demonstrating the camera for [Employee 2], he denied that he engaged in any livestreaming
during the day. He again stated that very few 10 second videos were created by the camera, and
these involved a single person entering his office at night or in the early morning and no audio
was recorded.
[Employee 8] reported that Councilmembers Kors, Mills and [Name Redacted]. occasionally used
the Mayor's office for ad hoc subcommittee meetings and other meetings while their office space
was under construction. However,the evidence indicated that these meetings likely occurred
before Mayor Moon installed the camera on August 21, 2016. The evidence indicated that the
Council was in recess in August 2016 and the construction was completed on or about August
27, 2016. Accordingly, there was insufficient evidence, based on this record, that any specific
subcommittee meeting had occurred in the Mayor's Office during that period and may have
activated the camera's.recording. Mayor Moon specifically denied that this occurred. There was
evidence that other meetings, in addition to subcommittee meetings, occurred in the Mayor's
office when the camera was present. However, Mayor Moon denied seeing recordings of any
other meetings.
As to the videos that Mayor Moon acknowledged were recorded, he stated that the camera
recorded [Employee 10] cleaning his office about 10 times. It also recorded [Employee 8],
[Employee 2] and the Mayor in his office at various times. Mayor Moon never saw any video of
a person using his coffeemaker or committing any misconduct in his office. In this respect, he
reported that he was "disappointed" that the security camera did not serve its intended purpose.
Mayor Moon stated that he replaced the battery in the camera base unit once, and after that he
eventually stopped using the camera.(Exh. 19)
He reported that it was on only at night, and was not turned on during the day. In addition to
sometimes recording [Employee 10],[Employee 2] or himself entering his office, Mayor Moon
reported that the camera sometimes recorded [Employee 1]in the morning if she came in early
(before Mayor Moon arrived) to drop off papers. Mayor Moon reported that in all ofthese clips,
only one person was recorded in his office at a time, and no spoken words were recorded.(Exh.
19)
It is noted that the fact that Mayor Moon replaced the camera battery .after the camera was in
operation less than two years is unusual. Mr. Rosales, in examining the camera, reported that the
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Blink camera has a battery life oftwo years, and that each battery should be able to record
40,000 seconds of video. Mayor Moon's report that he recorded approximately 10 videos — or
100 seconds of video —and still needed to replace the battery is inconsistent with the device's
expected battery life and the Mayor's report of very low usage. This discrepancy was not
explained even after review ofthe limited Blink App log.
Notwithstanding this discrepancy, in the end, there was no evidence that persons have been
recorded or viewed while attending ad hoc subcommittee meetings or other meetings in the
Mayor's office between August 2016 and June 2018. In addition, there was no indication in the
available evidence that Mayor Moon demonstrated any knowing or deliberate intention to use the
security camera for eavesdropping, monitoring or recording persons in private conversations in
his office.
Accordingly, the claim that Mayor Moon's security camera actually Necorded or livestreamed
confidential conversations of any persons in the Mayor's Office, without the knowledge and
agreement ofthe participants, is NOT SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was insufficient
evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to find that the allegation was either proved or
disproved.
B.

Open Meeting Issues

The Ralph M. Brown Act, codified as California Government Code Section 54950 et seq.
("Brown Act"), prohibits city councils, county boards and other local legislative bodies from
avoiding public scrutiny by holding secret meetings. The Act has been interpreted to apply to
email communication as well, leading to restrictions on the number of parties that can be copied
on electronic messages. The introduction to the Brown Act describes its purpose and intent:
"In enacting thzs chapter, the Legislaturefinds and declares that the publzc
commissions, boards and councils and the other public agencies in this State exist
to aid in the conduct ofthe people's business. It is the intent ofthe law that their
actions be taken openly and that their deliberations be conducted openly.[¶] The
people ofthis State do not yield thezr sovereignty to the agencies which serve
them. The people, in delegating authoNity, do not give theiN public servants the
right to decide what is goodfor the people to know and what zs not goodfor them
to know. The people insist on remaining informed so that they may retain control
over the instNuments they have created."
This report does not make Conclusions of Law as to whether any series of communications of
more than two14 Councilmembers occurred that could implicate a potential violation ofthe
Brown Act. However,the Investigators considered the requirements of the law for the purpose of
identifying relevant issues, making relevant factual determinations and addressing questions
raised by the Subcommittee Report.

l4 The City Council has five members. Therefore, a series of communications involving three members would be a
majority ofthe Council.
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1.

Camera Capacity For Mayor Moon To Overhear A Conversation of
Two Councilmembers Through Livestream or Recorded
Conversations

The Subcommittee Report states:
"Mayor Moon had a motion activated camera in his office near the doorway that
may have allowed him to see, hear and record conversations in his office and in
the hallway outside his office...
The Mayor's office is located right at the entrance ofthe City Council offices,
frequently used by Councilmembers and staff, so there are Brown Act and other
related concerns potentially involved."
During interviews, a concern was expressed that iftwo Councilmembers were discussing a
matter before the Council, and their conversations were monitored or recorded by a third
ls
Councilmember (the Mayor), whether this situation could be viewed as a Brown Act violation.
For his part, Mayor Moon denied that his camera was capable of making recordings longer than
10 seconds, or recording during the day, based on its settings and his manual activation of it in
the evening. He denied that he ever overheard any Councilmembers' conversations. He
specifically denied capturing any Councilmembers on camera recordings or hearing any
Councilmember conversations through an intercom he installed in [Employee 1's] office.
For the reasons stated in section 1 and section 2, the Investigators concluded that it is "more
likely than not," based upon a reasonable degree of probability and notjust a mere possibility or
speculation,16 the security camera had the technological capacity, both in its motion sensitivity at
distance and its microphone sensitivity at distance, to produce discernable livestream and make
audio recordings of conversations of persons conferring, including Councilmembers, in the
hallway and Mayor's office. Based on the testing performed,the camera microphone was
demonstrated to make audible discernable recordings of Elevated, Normal and even Whisper
voice conversations at distances of 15 feet. The evidence showed that because of the camera's
proximity to City Council offices and Mayor Moon's ability to control the camera,the settings
and access to any livestreamed or recorded content, the capacity existed for him to access such
communications in a manner that could allow a Councilmember to overhear a communication
between two other Councilmembers.
Accordingly, the claim that Mayor Moon's security camera was capable of recording or
livestreaming conversations oftwo Councilmembers in the hallway or the Mayor's office, which
'
s A majority is prohibited from using "a series of communications of any kind, directly or through intermediaries,
to discuss, deliberate, or take action" on business within its subject matter jurisdiction outside of a meeting.(Cal.
Gov't Code § 54952.2(b)(1).) Aseries of private meetings(known as serial meetings) by which a majority ofthe
members of a legislative body commit to a decision or engage in collective deliberation concerning public business
violates the Brown Act's open meeting requirement.(See Page v. MiraCosta Community College District(2009)
180 Cal. App. 4th 471, 503-04)
16 In most civil cases, the legal requirements for stating an expert opinion is related directly to the burden of proof
that exists. That burden of proof in an investigation is a "preponderance ofthe evidence," "more likely than not," or
"more than 50%likely."
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could have been viewed or overheard by the Mayor, is SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was
sufficient evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to find that the allegation is proved.
2.

Actual Incidents of Mayor Moon Overhearing A Conversation of Two
Other Councilmembers Through Livestreaming or Recording

The Subcommittee Report references that,"if private conversations between Councilmembers
were overheard or recorded" certain laws could be potentially violated,"including the Brown
Act."
The Investigators reviewed standing subcommittee meeting agendas to determine whether,
between August 2016 and June 2018, in the late afternoon until evening(up to 6:00 pm or 7:00
pm, when [Employee 1] closed and locked the Mayor's door,) there was evidence that two or
more Councilmembers could have been present in the hallway or Mayor's office. The evidence
showed that there were agendized meetings ofthree standing subcommittees, the Buzz Trolley
Standing Subcommittee(Councilmember[Name Redacted] &Mayor Moon),the Library
Standing Subcommittee(Councilmember[Name Redacted] and Councilmember[Name
Redacted]) and the Business Retention Standing Subcommittee(Councilmember Kors and
Councilmember Holstege). In addition, the evidence showed that there were a number of ad hoc
subcommittees that met at City Hall in the late afternoon or evening during this time period.
However, because ad hoc subcommittees are not subject to Brown Act agenda requirements, it
was not possible to determine exactly how many subcommittees met, when and where they met
and which Councilrnembers could have or may have been present in the hallway or Mayor
Moon's office area as a result.
As described above in section A4,there was insufficient evidence that Councilmembers who
may have used or met in the Mayor's office while their office space was under construction were
still meeting in his office after August 21, 2016 when the camera was installed.
In summary,the record indicated a possibility that two or more Councilmembers could have
been recorded or viewed while attending standing or ad hoc subcommittee meetings between
August 2016 and June 2018. However, based on the available evidence, there was no indication
that this occurred. There was no indication in the available evidence that Mayor Moon
intentionally or accidentally made any recordings, or conducted any livestreaming of Council
member conversations that could be considered a serial meeting.
As noted above, in making this finding, the Investigators relied on Mayor Moon's report that he
never viewed, monitored or recorded any Councilmembers, and never saw anyone in a live feed
or 10-second clip other than [Employee 10]([Title Redacted]) on multiple occasions,[Employee
8],[Employee 1],[Employee 2] or himself. These statements by Mayor Moon, which he made to
Ready, Kotkin and publicly since June 20,2018, have been consistent and appear to be credible.
In addition, based on the available evidence, the Investigators found Mayor Moon's statements
that his intention in using the security camera was to catch a person who was disturbing his
office at night, were relatively consistent and made also to [Employee 8],[Employee 2], Ready
and others. There was no indication in the available evidence, that Mayor Moon demonstrated
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any knowing or deliberate intention to use the security camera for eavesdropping, monitoring or
recording Councilmembers in private conversations at City Hall.
Accordingly, the claim that Mayor Moon's security camera actually recorded oN lzvest~eamed
conversations of two Councilmembers in the hallway or the Mayor's Office, which were actually
viewed or overheard by the Mayor, is NOT SUBSTANTIATED,meaning there was insufficient
evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to find that the allegation was either proved or
disproved.
C.

Public Records Retention

The California Public Records Act, codified as California Government Code Sections 6250 et
seq.("CPRA"),requires inspection or disclosure of governmental records to the public upon
request, unless exempted by law. Public Records subject to inspection and copying include any
"writings", which includes "any handwriting, typewriting, printing, photo stating, photographing,
... and every other means of recording upon any tangible thing any form of communication or
representation," including information available in an electronic format.(Cal. Gov't Code,
§ 6252(g).) A "writing" includes any means of recording information including paper, audio
tape, video tape, compact disc, DVD,computer diskette, computer hard drive, etc.(See Cal.
Gov't Code, § 6252(~ and 6253.9) The CPRA makes electronic data available in in any
electronic format in which [the City] holds the information."(Gov. Code, § 6253.9(a)(1).)
Personal cell phones have been found to contain "writings" within the meaning ofthe CPRA.
(See City ofSan Jose v. Supe~zor Count(2017)2 Ca1.5th 608,618 [finding that emails(and other
forms of electronic communication) are "writings" within the meaning of the CPRA,and that
writings on a personal device may be disclosable under certain circumstances, but the right to
such information must be balanced against individual privacy rights].)
This report does not make Conclusions of Law as to whether recordings made on Mayor Moon's
camera, if any, could be discoverable under the CPRA. However,the Investigators considered
the requirements ofthe law for the purpose of identifying relevant issues, making relevant
factual determinations and addressing questions raised by the Subcommittee Report.
1.

Camera Capacity to Create Recorded Conversations That Could Be
Public Records

The Subcommittee Report states,"We had concerns about if any recordings would be public
records subject to requests, if the evidence would be needed later in litigation, and other
concerns."
For the reasons stated above,the Investigators concluded that the security camera had the
technological capacity, both in its motion sensitivity at distance and its microphone sensitivity at
distance, to make audio recordings of conversations of persons in the hallway and Mayor's
Office. Based on the testing performed, the camera microphone was demonstrated to make
audible discernable recordings of even whisper voice conversations at distances of 20 feet. If
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there were actual recordings made or saved,l~ such records should be assessed further to
determine their discoverability under the CPRA.
Accordingly, the claim that Mayor Moon's security camera was capable of making recordings,
in the hallway or the Mayo's Office, that could be discoverable as public records, is
SUBSTANTIATED,.meaning there was sufficient evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to
find that the allegation is proved.
2.

Actual Evidence of Recordings That Could Be Public Records

For the reasons stated above,the Investigators concluded that the camera had the technological
capacity to make recordings of persons in the hallway and Mayor's office. However, based on
the evidence available in this investigation, there was insufficient evidence that Mayor Moon's
camera made and saved any recordings other than the August 21, 2016, video. Should additional
recordings be determined to exist, the City should assess whether such recordings could be
discoverable under the CPRA.
Accordingly, the claim that Mayor Moon's security camera actually recorded videos, other than
the August 21,2016,"test" video, in the hallway or the Mayor's office, that could be
discoverable as public records, is NOT SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was insufficient
evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to find that the allegation was either proved or
disproved.
3.

City Manager Ready Was Aware of the Camera in the Mayor's Office

The City Charter and Municipal Code provide that the City Manager has responsibility for
security in City Hall.18 Accordingly, during this investigation, questions were raised whether
Ready was aware ofthe Mayor's security camera, when he learned of it and why he permitted it
to remain.
The evidence was not disputed that Ready knew about the camera before it was observed by
Councilmember Kors and Councilmember Holstege, but the witness statements were
inconsistent regarding the details of when and how Ready learned of it. Ready recalled that
"several months" before Councilmember Kors raised the issue of the camera, Mayor Moon told
Ready that the Mayor had installed a camera in his office, which Ready understood to be a
"nanny cam." Ready reported that Mayor Moon told Ready that the Mayor could monitor afterhours activity in his office on his cell phone. The Mayor showed Ready the camera, gestured
with his phone, and said "he could see if someone was in his office at night." Ready reported that
he did not believe initially the camera was an issue because he understood that the camera was

17 It is noted that Mayor Moon used his personal cell phone to operate the App functions including emailing the
August 21, 2016 video to [Employee 8].
18 The City Manager's powers and duties are set out in Section 403 ofthe Charter and Palm Springs Municipal Code
Section 2.08.010. Subdivision 2(1) of Section 2.08.010 specifically grants the City Manager power to exercise
general supervision over all public buildings, public parks and other public property which are under the control and
jurisdiction ofthe City Council and not specifically delegated to a particular board or officer. This would include
City Hall building security.
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only able to livestream, not record, and that "it was only used for surveillance in the Mayor's
office at night."
Mayor Moon told the Investigators that he had not directly informed Ready about the camera,
but simply assumed that the City Manager knew because he "knows everything that goes on in
City Hall." When Mayor Moon addressed this issue during the Council's regular meeting on
June 20,2018, he stated that he regretted not advising Ready of the camera."I should have gone
to the City Manager and said I am concerned that people are coming into my office at night, and
I'm going to put this in, and I didn't do that."
[Employee 8] recalled that in approximately March or April of 2016, the Mayor told her that he
felt someone had gone into his office at night.[Employee 8] believed that Mayor Moon told
Ready about getting a security camera at or about the time he installed it in August 2016,
because he ended their conversation by saying,"I'm going to talk to David about this." Ready
denied learning about the camera in 2016.
[Employee 2] reported that she learned of the camera in fall of 2017, and said that she reported
the camera to Ready immediately.[Employee 2] reported that Ready asked [Employee 2] how
she knew it was a camera, and she replied that the Mayor had just showed her.[Employee 2] said
Ready thanked [Employee 2] for telling him.
Ready recalled hearing again about the camera from [Employee 2] or [Employee 13]. Ready was
told that some furniture in the Mayor's office needed to be moved and the Facilities staff who
were supposed to move it did not want to go into the office because ofthe camera. Ready said
that it was a "passing comment" to him, and he responded that if staff did not want to go in the
Mayor's office, they didn't have to do it. Ready's instruction was that if an employee was
"uncomfortable," they did not need to do the task. Ready did not follow up with [Employee 3] to
investigate the reported complaints or raise the issue to the City Attorney or to Human Resources
because he still did not think that Mayor Moon's security camera was an issue. Ready believed
that the camera was appropriate in that it was limited to the Mayor's personal overnight use
inside his office.
Councilmember Holstege stated that when she and Councilmember Kors first spoke to Ready
about the camera, Ready appeared surprised, but then said,"[T]hinking back about it, I think the
Mayor said he put up a camera because someone was stealing his coffee, but he says a lot of
things and I wasn't really paying attention. I should have raised it then."
Ready stated to the Investigators that he "should not have assumed that [he) knew what the
capabilities of the technology were, but should have inquired into it."
Accordingly, the claim that City Manager Ready was aware ofthe security camera in Mayor
Moon's office is SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was sufficient evidence, on a more likely
than not basis, to find that the allegation is proved.
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4.

Mayor Moon Demonstrated To An Employee That He Could Access a
Live Feed of His Office

The Subcommittee -Report states,"We also learned from City staff that Mayor Moon had the ability
to watch what was occurring remotely in a live feed on his cellular phone, remotely at any time, and
that the camera was on during the day when Mayor Moon was in his office at meetings."19
Mayor Moon responded that the camera was only activated overnight, i.e. that he turned the camera
on manually after he left the office at night and turned it off manually in the morning when he was on
the way to work. Mayor Moon stated that he only used the camera to see if someone was coming in
his office at night. He denied remotely using the security camera to monitor or eavesdrop on
conversations during the day.
The evidence showed that Mayor Moon demonstrated the live feed to an employee on one
occasion, but not that the camera was livestreaming or activated continuously during the day. As
to whether Mayor Moon demonstrated the capabilities ofthe Blink camera to [Employee 2],
showing her that it could be used to drop in on his office and show a live feed of that office, it is
undisputed that this occurred. Mayor Moon admits that he did show the camera to [Employee 2].
He showed her that the camera can livestream for 10 seconds before it "resets." When used to
livestream, however,the Mayor stated that the camera cannot record. The Mayor states that
[Employee 2] did not express any concern to him when he showed her the camera.
[Employee 2] stated that when [Employee 1]told [Employee 2] about the camera in the fall of
2017,[Employee 2] went to the Mayor's office to investigate, and the Mayor showed her the app
on his phone.[Employee 2]later told both [Employee 1]and Ready that the Mayor had shown
her the app on his phone that controlled the camera.[Employee 2] stated that she considered the
camera to be "silly" and did not object to it, although she did feel the City Manager should know
about it.
Councilmember Kors told Councilmember Holstege that the Mayor had shown [Employee 2]the
Blink App on his phone and had shown her a livestream feed of his office. Councilmember Kors
recalls that[Employee 2]told him,"He [the Mayor] can see us talking." Councilmember Kors
noted that while the Mayor later said that the camera was only on at night, he had shown
[Employee 2] that the camera was operating during the day.
The witnesses agree that the Mayor showed the camera to [Employee 2], including showing her a
live feed from the camera. The evidence showed that, as described above, the security camera
had the capacity to be accessed in live feeds, and dropped in on at any time, and that Mayor
Moon demonstrated that he was able to do this to [Employee 2]. However, based on the available
evidence, it was not established that the security camera was on during the day, or was otherwise
continuously livestreaming or recording.

19 The Subcommittee Report also notes,"Mayor Moon stated that he only turned the camera on at night and turned it
off in the morning. However, an employee stated that when they asked the Mayor if the camera was livestreaming
them during a meeting in his office, he said yes and then he showed the employee the livestream with the camera on
during the day."
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Accordingly, the claim that while in his office, Mayor Moon demonstrated to [Employee 2] that
he had the ability to watch what was occurring in his office remotely by accessing a live feed on
his cell phone, is SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was sufficient evidence, on a more likely
than not basis, to find that the allegation is proved.
5.

[Employee 3] Reported That Facilities Employees Did Not Want to
Work in the Mayor's Office Due to the Camera

The Subcommittee Report states,"We also learned that employees in the facilities department
had previously expressed that they did not want to work in Mayor Moon's office due to the
camera."
The evidence shows that several facilities employees expressed concerns to [Employee 3], who
then complained to [Employee 2] about the camera(Exh. 23).[Employee 3] first learned about
the camera in about April 2018, when two facilities employees,[Employee 6] and [Employee 7],
were assigned to move a light switch in the Mayor's office and saw the camera.[Employee 6]
reported that the camera "caught me off guard" and [Employee 5] said it "made me uneasy."
There was some conflict in the statements as to how these concerns were reported, but the issue
came to the attention of[Title Redacted][Employee 7]. When the work order regarding furniture
in the Mayor's office came in,[Employee 7]told [Employee 3],"Is someone going to be there,
because there's a camera in there."[Employee 7]then told [Employee 3] about the camera and
that employees planned to complain to their union about it. According to [Employee 3],
[Employee 7] complained to [Employee 3] again when he had to go in the Mayor's office to look
at the broken wardrobe.(Exh. 23, Exh. 27)[Employee 3] reported that she notified both
[Employee 14] and [Employee 15] when her employees first reported the camera to her, and later
notified [Employee 2] directly when one of her staff needed to go into the Mayor's office to
repair the wardrobe.(Exh. 23)
[Employee 2] recalls that [Employee 3] went to see [Employee 2] in person.[Employee 3]
reported that two of her staff were reluctant to go into the Mayor's office to do some repairs
because of the camera, and asked [Employee 2]to ask Ready to ask the Mayor to turn the camera
off while facilities staff were in there.[Employee 2]told the Investigators that she then
immediately reported the incident to Ready.(Exh. 22, Exh 23)
Ready recalls that either [Employee 2] or [Employee 13] told him that some facilities staff had
been directed to move some furniture in the Mayor's office but did not want to do so because of
the camera. Ready states that he said that if staff were "uncomfortable" going into the Mayor's
office, they did not need to do so. Because he still did not understand the camera to pose a
concern, he did not follow up with [Employee 3] or any facilities staff, or with the City Attorney
or Human Resources.
[Employee 1]stated that facilities employees told her that they did not want to go into the.
Mayor's office because of the camera, and that they asked her to go in with them while they
worked.[Employee 1] recalled that[Employee 5] asked her to accompany him while he
measured an armoire in the Mayor's office to repair it, and that she and [Employee 7] also
discussed the camera.
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[Employee 1] stated that [Employee 3] learned about the camera about three or four weeks after
[Employee 1] learned about it, and estimates that it was about August 2017 when [Employee 3]
first came to the Mayor's office to look at the camera. This conflicts with [Employee 3's]
statement that she first learned about the camera in April of 2018.
[Employee 3] correctly reported the concern to her supervisor and to Human Resources. It is not
clear why the report apparently did not result in an investigation, the camera being removed or
[Employee 3's] concerns being directly addressed. The evidence showed that complaints were
addressed only by Ready's statement that any employee who felt "uncomfortable" with the
camera did not have to perform work in the office and [Employee 5] performing the work in the
presence of the camera on the condition that[Employee 1]remained present.
Accordingly, the claim that [Title Redacted][Employee 3] reported that employees in the
facilities department did not want to work in Mayor Moon's office due to the security camera is
SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was sufficient evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to
find that the allegation is proved.
6.

Mayor Moon Installed an Intercom Between His Office and His [Title
Redacted]'s Office

The Subcommittee Report states,"A staff member also reported that she believed Mayor Moon
had the ability to listen in to conversations including those in her office." The evidence shows
that the intercom installed in fact could be used as a monitoring device.
[Employee 1]told the Investigators that the intercom was installed on October 9, 2017, and that
she read the intercom user manual to determine its capabilities. From the manual, she learned
that the intercom was able to be put into a monitoring mode, which could allow the Mayor to
listen in to conversations in her office. She reported these concerns to [Employee 2].
Mayor Moon reported that he believed the intercom would be "more convenient" because
[Employee 1] would not have to keep coming into his office. However, Mayor Moon did not tell
[Employee 1]that he ordered the intercom because he didn't like it that she had to walk down the
hallway or that he didn't like to walk over to her office. Mayor Moon reported that, after these
complaints arose, he asked [Title Redacted][Employee 11] to test the device and was told that
the only way it could monitor [Employee 1's] office was if he walked over to her office and
pressed the monitor button down to place the device in monitor mode.20
The evidence showed that, after these complaints arose, the intercom was tested by a group of
City officials and employees on two occasions —immediately after the device was removed from
[Employee 1's] office in April and in July, apparently at the request of Mayor Moon,to
determine its capacity to act as a monitor. In April 2018,the intercom was removed from
[Employee 1's] and the Mayor's offices, and the Mayor told the Investigators that he asked
[Employee 11]to look at the intercom and confirm that it could not be used to monitor

20 Mayor Moon noted that he was told the device had atwo-way monitoring ability but that this wouldn't have been
plausible because [Employee 1] would have been able to hear sound in his office.
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[Employee 1's] office. The witness statements indicated that Ready, Kotkin,[Employee 2]21 and
[Employee 4] were.involved in the testing as well as [Titles Redacted][Employee 11] and
[Employee 12]. The group attempted to test the capacity ofthe intercom by setting it up between
Ready's and [Employee 2's] offices.[Employee 1]was in her office during the testing, and heard
the participants discussing the intercom and the testing.[Employee 1] perceived that the officials
and employees were attempting to disprove her reported concern that the intercom could be used
as a monitor.[Employee 1]reported that she heard their discussion that they would all "say the
same thing." Ready and Kotkin denied [Employee 1's] claim that anyone said they would all
"say the same thing." No other witnesses reported hearing the claimed statements.[Employee 1
recalls that[Employee 2] later reported to her that the intercom could not be used in the way that
[Employee 1]understood it could. The Mayor confirms that[Employee 11]demonstrated the
intercom for him,[Employee 2], Kotkin and Ready.
The Investigators requested that BRG test the capabilities ofthe intercom. Mr. Decicco and Mr.
Rosales reported that the intercom can be used to monitor. The intercoms have a "Monitor"
button on them, and there are two ways to set the intercom to operate as a monitoring device.
The first mode is via the VOX setting, which is enabled when a user pushes the monitor button
on the transmitting device for more than five seconds until a beep sounds. The VOX setting is a
two-way communication mode, where sound is transmitted from either end ofthe intercom. A
red light will illuminate on both devices when sound is being transmitted, but when no sound is
being transmitted, the red light does not illuminate. The intercoms will remain in the two-way
transmission mode for 24 hours.
The second way for the intercom to operate as a monitor is for the "Monitor" button to be
pressed on the receiving device, and then on the transmitting device. This will illuminate the red
light, and it will remain in monitor mode for eight hours. This is a one-way form of
communication, where only the transmitting device will transmit sound.
Mr. Decicco and Mr. Rosales also tested the sensitivity of the intercom, and reported that normal
conversational tones are detected and transmitted at a distance of between one and three feet
from the intercom.[Employee 1]reported that the intercom was placed on her desk, to the left of
her computer monitors. Based on the Investigators' examination of[Employee 1's] office,
[Employee 1's] voice should have been easily heard through the intercom, if it were in monitor
mode, when she was seated at her desk.[Employee 1]also reported that she had discussions with
people while they stood on the other side of her desk; that distance appears to be three or more
feet away, so it is questionable whether the intercom could have transmitted voices at that
distance if they were using normal conversational tones.
[Employee 2] does not recall seeing the red light on the intercom come on at any time.
[Employee 1]similarly does not recall seeing the red light come on, but due to the placement of
the intercom on her desk,[Employee 1]could not see if the red light came on if[Employee 1
was on the other side of her desk. Kotkin similarly recalls that[Employee 1] had told [Employee
2]that she could not see if the intercom was on.

21 [Employee 2)reported that she was not involved in testing the intercom, but was present during the testing, which
took place in April or May 2018. She believes that those conducting the testing were eventually able to use it as a
monitor, but does not know what could be heard when used as a monitor.
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The evidence showed that, despite the capacity of the intercom to act as a monitor, there was
insufficient evidence that Mayor Moon actually monitored conversations in [Employee 1's]
office. This is discussed below in section 7.
It is understandable that, given [Employee 1's] report, City officials may have wanted to confirm
whether the devices had the capacity to eavesdrop. What is concerning about the witness reports
is the manner in which the testing was conducted, where [Employee 1] was exposed to the
testing and comments about its results.
The claim that Mayor Moon installed an intercom between his office and [Employee 1's] office
that was capable of monitoring sound or conversations in her office when in monitor mode, is
SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was sufficient evidence, on a more likely than not basis, to
find that the allegation is proved.
7.

[Employee 1] Reported That She Was Uncomfortable With the
Presence of the Intercom

It is undisputed that[Employee 1] raised concerns about the presence of the intercom, including
that it made her feel uncomfortable.[Employee 1]also reported her concern that the intercom
could be used to eavesdrop on conversations in her office which was not addressed for several
months after the report.[Employee 1]claims that she made clear she was afraid of retaliation,
and this was why she did not want to confront the Mayor or make a "formal" complaint.
[Employee 1] first raised her concern that the intercom could be used as a monitor to [Employee
2], and recalls that[Employee 2] had no reaction to that concern.[Employee 1]raised the issue
again with [Employee 2], who told her that since she had expressed concern,[Employee 2]
would need to tell Ready about the intercom.[Employee 2] advised [Employee 1]simply to turn
the intercom off or unplug it. [Employee 1]did not feel that she could do that, however, because
when the intercom was plugged back in, it made a very loud noise.[Employee 2] also told
[Employee 1]to speak to the Mayor directly about her concern and couldn't understand why
[Employee 1]was reluctant to do so.
[Employee 1] recalls that she told a Councilmember about her concerns about the intercom, but
does not recall whether it was Councilmember Kors, Councilmember[Name Redacted] or
Councilmember[Name Redacted].[Employee 1] also raised her concerns with IT staff and other
staff, and remembers that staff members would joke with her about the intercom, pointing to it
and saying things like,"Careful what you say."
[Employee 2] concurs that[Employee 1]told her that she was concerned that the intercom could
be used by the Mayor to listen to [Employee 1's] discussions with other Councilmembers or to
monitor her office.[Employee 2] believed that[Employee 1]was not serious in her concerns,
however, in that she perceived that [Employee 1] raised the issue in a joking manner.
Mayor Moon also did not understand that [Employee 1]was uncomfortable with the intercom,
believing instead that[Employee 1]was "fine with it." When the intercom first was installed, he
and [Employee 1]tested it, and [Employee 1]did not express any concern to Mayor Moon.
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Later, Kotkin and Ready interviewed [Employee 1]about her report, Ready asked if she wanted
to make a formal complaint and she declined because she was "afraid for her job."[Employee 1]
told the Investigators that neither Kotkin nor Ready told her that the City has a policy against
retaliation; in contrast, Ready believes that he told [Employee 1]that there would be no
retribution for her involvement in the matter. Kotkin recalls that he did not take any notes during
the meeting with [Employee 1]because she was nervous; Ready concurs that[Employee 1]was
"frightened," and similarly, he did not take notes. Kotkin does not know why it took seven weeks
to conduct the first interview with [Employee 1]. Neither Ready nor Kotkin considered
[Employee 1's] report to be a Human Resources issue.
The City has written personnel policies prohibiting, for example, harassment/hostile working
environment.[City ofPalm Springs Administrative Policy; Discrimination, Harassment and
Retaliation]. There is a Whistleblower hotline that accepts reports of Fraud, Waste or Abuse.
There was no policy prohibiting abusive conduct until Council adopted a Code of Conduct for
Elected Officials on January 23, 2019.22 Written policies are a critical requirement for providing
not only a standard of expected conduct in the workplace and also a framework for how reports
or formal complaints of potential issues are treated. For example, such policies must include:
training for complaint handlers, procedures for responding to and investigating complaints,
procedures for conducting prompt, thorough and fair investigations of complaints and for taking
prompt and fair remedial action.
The Investigators do not suggest, in raising this concern, that there was sufficient evidence to
substantiate a potential workplace misconduct issue. No such finding is made here.
Accordingly, the claim that [Employee 1]reported that the intercom made her uncomfortable
because ofthe possibility that the Mayor could monitor sound or eavesdrop on conversations in
[Employee 1's] office is SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was sufficient evidence, on a more
likely than not basis, to find that the allegation is proved.
8.

Use of the Intercom to Eavesdrop on Conversations in an Employee's
Office

The Subcommittee Report states that a staff member "reported an instance in which the Mayor
knew what was happening in her office while she was not present in City Hall."
Mayor Moon responded that he never put the intercom into monitor mode, and that the only
voice he heard through the intercom was [Employee 1's] talking directly to him, i.e. he never
heard conversations of other parties. The Mayor did not believe that the intercom could be used
for monitoring, because he would have had to go into [Employee 1's] office to activate the
monitoring mode, and he did not do that.
The Investigators considered two incidents reported in this investigation where it was alleged
that the Mayor obtained information about something that had been discussed in [Employee 1's]
office while he was not in there, and where those involved in the discussion did not know who he
z2 Rule 1.4 provides that Councilmembers shall not threaten a City employee with disciplinary action. Rule 6.1
provides the Councilmembers shall treat each other, members ofthe public and staff with respect.
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had learned of it. It was alleged that the intercom may have been used as a monitoring device, to
allow the Mayor to learn information about these two issues. In both instances, there was
insufficient evidence to prove the allegation.
The first issue arose at some point after the intercom was installed, but before the election in
2017.[Employee 1 ~ recalls that Councilmembers Kors and [Name Redacted] were in her office
to discuss the scheduling of a subcommittee meeting, and then later told her that the Mayor knew
about the scheduling ofthe meeting.[Employee 1]did not recall which subcommittee it was, or
any details about the meeting. It is [Employee 1's] practice to keep each Councilmember's
schedule separate, and not to discuss one Councilmember's schedule with another, so she "does
not know how the Mayor knew about the subcommittee meeting." The Mayor has no memory of
this event. Councilmember Kors also did not recall this event. On this record, particularly
because the participants had very limited recollection about the matter, the allegation that the
Mayor learned ofthe subcommittee meeting through eavesdropping, was speculative and not
supported by evidence.
The second issue an incident relating to a proclamation for homelessness service provider's
fundraising event. Councilmember Holstege understood that Councilmember Kors was to sign
the proclamation for the provider, but that the Mayor later called [Employee 1]to tell her that he
knew about the proclamation.
Councilmember Kors recalls that[Name Redacted] ofthe provider had asked him to sign the
proclamation for the fundraiser.23 Kors asked [Employee 1]to prepare the proclamation for his
signature, and, later,[Employee 1]told Kors that the Mayor had told her that[Name Redacted]
had called the Mayor and asked him to sign the proclamation.[Employee 1]did not know how
the Mayor found out that Kors was to sign the proclamation for the provider.
The Mayor provided the Investigators with an email chain between himself and [Name
Redacted] relating to the proclamations. In one of those emails, the Mayor writes,"In fact
yesterday I asked [Employee 1]if we had done the proclamations for the event today and was
told that yes we had done them but you had requested that I not sign them but to have them
prepared for [Name Redacted] and Geoff[Kors] to sign." The Mayor does not say in those
emails how he learned about the proclamation, but suggests instead that he affirmatively asked if
proclamations had been done, and thereby learned that Councilmember Kors was to sign them.
[Employee 1]recalls instead that the Mayor was already aware of the proclamations when he
called her. Mayor Moon strongly denied that he ever used the intercom to monitor [Employee
1's] office.
After considering the record carefully, the Investigators find that the intercom, which was the
Mayor's "solution" to [Employee 1's] frequent interruptions into his office, was the source of
some conflict between Mayor Moon and [Employee 1]. The evidence showed that their working
relationship was already a difficult one. Mayor Moon reported some job performance issues by

Z3 The prior year,[Name Redacted] and the Mayor had a dispute about the language ofthe proclamation, and the
Mayor later voted against the organization's planned move to its current location.[Name Redacted] therefore asked
Kors to sign a proclamation.
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[Employee 1]and she reported that he showed outbursts of"frustration" toward her, particularly
regarding her interrupting him in his office.
The evidence showed that [Employee 1]was sincerely concerned and uncomfortable with the
intercom because she correctly understood its capacity to monitor her office.(Employee 1]
objected to the device before it was installed and attempted to show Mayor Moon how to use the
phone system as an alternative way to communicate between their offices. However,the phone
was not satisfactory for Mayor Moon, as he believed it was outdated and he preferred the
convenience of having to press only one button to communicate as opposed to dialing.
The evidence supported that Mayor Moon purchased the intercom because he wanted to limit
and control [Employee 1's] frequent appearances into his office. The evidence showed that
Mayor Moon had previously utilized a doorbell to summon his prior [Title Redacted][Employee
8]to his office, even though they occupied adjoining offices.[Employee 1] made clear that she
did not ask for or want the intercom. However,there was no evidence that Mayor Moon obtained
the intercom for the purpose of monitoring [Employee 1 J or anyone talking in her office.
Although the intercom unquestionably could have been used as a monitor, there was insufficient
evidence that it was actually used in this _manner.[Employee 1] admitted that she never saw a
light on indicating that her receiver was transmitting, and Mayor Moon strongly denies that he
ever placed the device in monitor mode. Based on this record, there is insufficient evidence to
prove that Mayor Moon ever placed the intercom into monitor mode, left it on or used it to
actually monitor sound or eavesdrop on conversations on her office.
Accordingly, the claim that there was evidence that Mayor Moon never placed the intercom into
monitor mode, left it on or used it to actually monitor sound or eavesdrop on conversations in
[Employee 1's] office, is NOT SUBSTANTIATED, meaning there was insufficient evidence, on
a more likely than not basis, to find that the allegation was either proved or disproved.
V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The evidence in this investigation presented a stark contrast between Mayor Moon's stated
intention of monitoring his office overnight and the unintended consequence that his security
camera, if programmed at its highest level of sensitivity, had the ability to be a sophisticated
eavesdropping device. The evidence showed that the Blink camera had the ability to allow
surreptitious viewing, listening and recording of whatever actions and conversations were within
its range. Although there was no evidence that such eavesdropping occurred, this created the
potential for unauthorized recording of confidential conversations, which could be accessed by
the Blink App user or anyone who could access the user's credentials.
The evidence showed that the intercom was installed by Mayor Moon with the intention of
limiting [Employee 1's] trips to his office. However, its unintended impact was to make
[Employee 1] uncomfortable in her work environment because ofthe intercom's ability to act as
a monitor. The potential consequence presented by the technological capabilities ofthese devices
are appropriate for administrative regulation. The City has already started drafting administrative
policies to address security cameras in City Hall. The Investigators agree and recommend that
the City proceed with administrative policies that address the privacy issues raised in this Report.
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